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CONSTRUCTING GOOD AND BAD “OTHERS” IN CONTEXT-BOUND 
LATE MEDIEVAL VISUAL CULTURE

GERHARD JARITZ

In his classic from 1991, Modernity and Ambivalence that has had a considerable number
of re-printings, the Polish-British sociologist and philosopher Zygmunt Bauman also deals
with the phenomenon of otherness. He states that, inter alia, “woman is the other of man,
animal is the other of human, stranger is the other of native, abnormality the other of
norm, deviation the other of law-abiding, illness the other of health, insanity the other of
reason, the lay public the other of the expert, the foreigner the other of state subject, and
enemy the other of friend.”1 

The creators of an audience for late medieval visual culture, in both the religious and
secular spheres, were often interested in using images to articulate social, cultural, religi-
ous, and ethnic difference and otherness.2 Depending on the general message or evalua-
tion presented in the specific context, depictions tended to be negative, but could also
be positive. Such context-dependent evidence sometimes led to a situation in which an
“other” person or object that had a negative meaning in one case, and should be avoided
or condemned, might in other cases have offered a positive message or even represent
an ideal to be followed. In this paper, I will show a number of examples of such context-
dependent visual representations of otherness that presented a negative evaluation of
someone or something “other”, yet in a different context offered a positive appraisal of
this “other.” I will use mainly Central European image material.

Sinners and their symbolic personifications were shown frequently. In this respect,
depictions of the Capital Vices can be traced in a number of late medieval image cycles
in the public space of churches. One, found as wall paintings in the Saint James parish
church of Levoča in Slovakia, depicts among others the deadly sin of lust (Fig. 1) by an
embracing couple riding on a sow. The sin represented by the embracing couple, is
enhanced by the sow, a symbol that was used regularly in medieval Christian discour-
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Fig. 1: The deadly sin of lust, wall painting, end
fourteenth century. Levoča (Slovakia), Saint James
parish church (photo:© Institut für Realienkunde,
University of Salzburg, Austria)

ses.3 It was connected with lust, and also
dirt, with the Jews (the “Judensau”4), and
sometimes also seen as a dangerous animal
(Fig. 2), as here in a votive image from 1513
showing a baby bitten on the head by a
sow. All these contexts point to a regular
negative perception of this “other” creature
by members of medieval society.

From the fifteenth century onwards,
however, the positive motif of the spinning
sow (“La truie qui file”) was used in manu-
scripts, woodcuts, and public spaces, which
continued in other contexts until the eigh-
teenth century and later.5 Some examples
are supplemented with text as, for instance,
an end-of-the-fifteenth-century, South Ger-
man, woodcut showing a sow and her chil-
dren spinning (Fig. 3). The context is supple-
mented in the added, rhymed, texts: sows
and piglets have to do the spinning as it is
no longer done by woman. The sow says,
inter alia:
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Hort liebe sey und liebe kinder. Die welt facht seltzem sitten an. 
Es is wol ia und ist nit mynder. Die fraw ist herr und nit der man.
Hielt ydermann sein rechte stat Darumb so spind wie ich euch meld.
so wer so tewr nit die leinwat. Es stat fast ubel in der welt.

Translation by the author.

Fig. 2: The Virgin of the pilgrimage of Großgmain in
Salzburg province saves a baby bitten on the head by
a sow; votive image, panel painting, 1513. Großgmain,
parish church (photo: © Institut für Realienkunde,
University of Salzburg, Austria)

Fig. 3: Spinning sow and piglets, woodcut, South
German, end fifteenth century. Vienna, Albertina,
inv. DG1930/221 (photo:© Albertina, Vienna)

Listen, dear sows and dear children: It is just this way and not less. If everybody kept his
position, linen would not be as expensive as it is. The world has started with strange
customs. Woman is the master and no longer the man. Therefore, do the spinning as
I tell you. It is very evil in this world.6 
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Fig. 4: Israhel van Meckenem, The-world-turned-up-
side-down: the reversal of gender roles; etching, end
fifteenth century (https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:90Israhel_van_Meckenenem_Verkehrte_
Welt.jpg; public domain; last access: April 19, 2022)

The moral is: “Look at the sows and take them as an example.”7 
This woodcut is an example of the “Battle of the Sexes” theme that was popular

around 1500. Here, the “others”, that is, the sow and her children, become a positive
model, which the beholder certainly did not expect. They are doing what should clearly
be done by another group of “others” – women – who, in the text’s argumentation, have
taken the leading position from men and no longer concentrate on their proper duties,
represented by spinning. 

A negative concentration in both tex-
tual and visual representations of this
otherness of women trying to seize pow-
er from men (especially wives dominat-
ing their husbands), was also used partic-
ularly from the end of the fifteenth and
the first half of the sixteenth century on-
wards. For instance, the well-known ex-
ample by Israhel van Meckenem the
Younger (1440/45–1503) from the 1490s
shows such a world upside down (Fig. 4).8
The dominating woman uses a distaff as
a sword to control her husband, who has
had to take over spinning and lost his un-
derpants, which are being put on by the
wife. She is wearing the pants now, that
is, she has taken the power.9
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10 See, especially, Werner Esser, “Die Heilige Sippe: Studien zu einem spätmittelalterlichen Bildthema in
Deutschland und den Niederlanden” (Ph.D. diss., Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität, Bonn, 1986).

Fig. 5: A virtuous lady taming a woodwose, tapestry, Basel, c. 1470. Copenhagen, National
Museum (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tugendreiche_Dame_zähmt_
Wildmann.png; public domain, last access: April 19, 2022)

Problems arise in searching for opposites to such textual and visual representations
of the otherness of women, which were connected to the disturbance of order in pa-
triarchal society. The positive otherness of women cannot be traced as a pattern, but only
with reference to particular females, most often saintly figures. A good example of this
is the Holy Kinship, showing Saint Anne and her daughter, the Virgin Mary, with the infant
Jesus, and Anne’s apocryphal daughters from her second and third marriages: Mary of
Clopas and Mary Salome, who became the mothers of the apostles John the Evangelist,
James the Greater, James the Lesser, Simon, and Jude.10 In these images one sees the
positively framed, dominant, position of the women; their husbands, darker in com-
plexion and positioned in the background of the image, are a kind of less relevant, but
still necessary, addendum.

Some virtuous courtly ladies were also not to be seen as negative “others.” They are
powerful over other “others”, for instance, over “wild people”, in literary texts as well as in
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Fig. 6: Monogrammist bxg, “Wild family” engrav-
ing, c.1475. Vienna, Albertina, inv. DG1928/332
(photo: © Albertina, Vienna)

images, particularly tapestries.11 One of the
most important examples of this is the fa-
mous tapestry from about 1470 showing a
virtuous lady taming a woodwose (wild
man), produced in Basel and now kept in
the National Museum of Copenhagen (Fig.
5). The integrated conversation between
them runs as follows:

Woodwose: “I will always stay wild until
tamed by a lady.”
Lady: “I believe that I will tame you well,
as I am justly supposed to do.” 12

In contrast, wild people were sometimes
shown as positive and ideal counter-models
that represented a domesticity that a de-
generated human society should follow.
Look at them: Don’t wild people represent
an ideal family life that is missing in our hu-
man world?13 (Fig. 6). 

Socially higher and dominant groups in
late medieval society regularly evaluated

people of lower status as “others.” This was particularly true for peasants, who were occa-
sionally judged as negative “others”, but sometimes also considered positive models in
particular contexts.14 The positive perception can be seen especially in the “Labours of
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Fig. 7: Labours of the Months, August, “Peasants” harvesting grain, book illumination, South German or
Austrian, 1475. Vienna, Austrian National Library, cod. 3085, fol. 7r (photo: © Institut für Realienkunde,
University of Salzburg, Austria).

the Months”-cycles, which deliver the message and ideal to the beholder that everything
should be done in the right way at the right time by the right people.15 This is mainly
represented by peasants’ work during the year, on display at public church portals as
early as the twelfth century, and also shown later in stained glass windows, in wall
paintings, and manuscripts for the elites. 

Some manuscripts, however, contain “Labours of the Months” cycles that show peas-
ants acting in a rather negative way, such as a South German or Austrian miscellany from
1475 containing a “Labours of the Months”-cycle. Some of the images show peasants
who do their work at the right time, such as harvesting grain in August, and in the right
way, but they are not the right people; they are negative “others” (Fig. 7). Looking at their
attire, it becomes clear that they do not represent members of a proper peasant commu-

nity. The men wear clothing that is more appropriate for young members of the nobility
and their servants, and their hairstyle, although disordered, was also characteristic of
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Fig. 8: The “Ooriental” murderers of St. Thomas
Becket in the cathedral of Canterbury, detail of a
Martyrdom of St. Thomas Becket, Michael Pacher,
South Tyrol, 1460s. Graz (Austria), Landesmuseum
Joanneum (photo:© Institut für Realienkunde, Uni-
versity of Salzburg, Austria)

young members of the nobility.16 Thus, in this manuscript example, the otherness of
peasants is partly represented in a satiric, negative, way; similarly, sometimes in literary
evidence peasants attempt to leave their class to join the nobility.17

Orientals are a group of late medieval
“others” more or less regularly represented
as negative; they appear in specific con-
texts in religious and secular images; in
religious space they mainly act as torturers
in the martyrdom of saints or the Passion
of Christ. These “others” are characterized
by “oriental” or, better to say, orientalised
elements of dress, especially a turban or
other orientalizing headgear, or a caftan,
often mixed with negatively valued West-
ern elements of dress such as, for instance,
extremely tight doublets and hoses or
pointed shoes. 

This orientalization need not have been
connected with the orient at all, which
sometimes led to the situation that tor-
menters or torturers of saints were oriental-
ized independently of the region where
the martyrdom happened. Such a situation
can be recognized in a visual representa-
tion of the martyrdom of Thomas Becket,

which occurred in the cathedral of Canterbury in England (Fig. 8). The otherness of the
saint’s assassins is visualized not only by their activity, but also represented with the help
of their orientalized outer appearance. Their clothes do not identify them as actual “ori-
entals”, but definitely refer to their negative act.18 
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Fig. 9: Adoration of the Three Magi, detail: King Melchior and the entourage of the kings, panel painting,
Vienna, c. 1490. Klosterneuburg, Lower Austria, Austin Canon house (photo:© Institut für Realienkunde,
University of Salzburg, Austria)

Ever and again, however, one has to consider the dependence on context. In this
regard, there are also visual representations of positive “orientals”, who are to be seen and
followed as examples, such as the Three Holy Kings and their entourage at the Nativity
or on their journey to Bethlehem (Fig. 9).19

Lastly, Jews in late medieval Christian images were often used as negative signifiers,
mainly in the context of the life and Passion of Christ. The visual representation of Jewish
“others” was often constructed by making them recognizable, wearing the pileus cornu-
tus, that is, the Jewish hat, or having yellow stars or rings attached to their clothes.20
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Fig. 10: Return of the Spies from Canaan (Numbers 13, 25–26), wall painting, c. 1460. Brixen (Bressanone,
South Tyrol), cathedral (photo:© Institut für Realienkunde, University of Salzburg, Austria)

Differences, variations, and developments, however, can be recognized in Christian visual
culture. The pileus cornutus, for instance, could be used to label positively evaluated Jews
in Old Testament scenes (Fig. 10). Images based on the New Testament developed and
changed in this respect around the mid-fourteenth century. Until then, at least in German

and Austrian art, the visual representation of some positive figures like Saint Joseph,21

shown wearing Jewish hats, seems to have been legitimate, such as in the context-
bound “Return of the Holy Family from Egypt to Israel” in Austrian Bibliae Pauperum of
the first half of the thirteenth century (Fig. 11); in contrast to the depiction of the “Flight
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Fig. 11: Return of the Holy Family from Egypt to Israel, manuscript illumination, Biblia
pauperum, 1310/20. St. Florian (Upper Austria), Library of the Austin Canon house,
cod. III 207, fol. 3v (photo: © Institut für Realienkunde, University of Salzburg, Austria)

of the Holy Family to Egypt” in these manuscripts, where Joseph does not wear any head-
dress.22 Later, however, the Jewish hat was only used to depict negative New Testament
figures, most probably connected with the increasingly harsh persecution of the Jews.

The Jewish hat in visual representations, however, was not only used mainly as an object
to signify the negative otherness of Jews in Christian culture. It also appeared in a num-
ber of image examples from a Jewish environment, where it was applied as an outer at-
tribute for oneself, for instance, on seals or in some Hebrew manuscripts, like the famous
Birds’ Head Haggadah or the Regensburg Pentateuch (both c. 1300). While Ruth Mellin-
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koff designated the Jew’s hat even in this context as more or less generally “an antisemitic
sign”,23 one should rather follow Eric Silverman’s statement that the pileus cornutus
speaks “to a doubled tension in Jewish ethnicity: the push of separation, both self-
selected and imposed, and the pull of acculturation.”24

Summarizing, it should again be emphasized that the representation of otherness in
late medieval visual culture always has to be seen as context-dependent. It is not possible
to recognize good or bad otherness without considering the specific contents and con-
texts of the scenes in which it occurs. One does not find any neutral “others” in images
and texts. They also cannot be classified generally or uncritically as positive or negative
beings to be followed or avoided and condemned without considering the context in
which they occur. They could be both, shown as beings to be damned as well as to rep-
resent positive characters and models.


